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Fellow Citizens of the Senate
and House of Representatives :

Another year has passed away, and we owe a tribute of
thanks to the Great Ruler of the universe for the preservation
of our lives, and that we are permitted to assemble here in
health, and, in the enjoyment of many blessings, to enter upon
the public duties assigned to us.

Experience has not diminished the weight of responsibility
which, in my estimation, belongs to the station for which I have
been designated by the suffrages of the people; and while, in
becoming terms of gratitude, I would express my thankfulness
for this renewed proof of their favorable opinion, I can only
venture, in return, to assure them of my disposition to engage
in the public service with unabated zeal, and to promote, to the
extent of my power and ability, the advancement of popular
government and popular liberty.

The march of Massachusetts has been with a firm unfalter-
ing step. Through all her trials and sufferings she has taken
no devious course; avoided no responsibility; made no terms
with the encroachments of power ;•—hut for more than two cen-
turies the character of her people has been signalized by ahold
and manly support of the principles which were thus early es-
poused in favor of popular rights. It would not become her to
indulge in the language of self-gratulation, for her works afford
better evidence of her success and the wisdom of her councils.

ADDRESS.
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It would however be no derogation from true dignity to look
abroad among the sister States of this Union, and inquire
whether any have attained the great ends of free government,
in a more eminent degree, by making a better, more prosperous
or happier people.

Popular strength and power is most invigorated and made
most efficient, by increasing popular intelligence and promoting
sound morals. And where shall we look for more permanent
and liberal provision for moral and intellectual improvement 1
Where shall we find the virtues of sobriety, industry and hon-
esty more sedulously cultivated 1

If we look for a people more free, or in the enjoyment of
higher privileges, or more faithfully protected in their persons
and property against violence and wrongs, where are they to
be found I The knife and the rifle are not raised to menace the
lives of our citizens in the streets, nor are they murdered by
the decrees of self-constituted tribunals, usurping the high pre-
rogative of administering justice.

If we open our statute books (which are by no means fault-
less), where shall we find more proofs of legislative wisdom
than adorn their pages, or stronger evidence of a devoted at-
tachment to the welfare of the people and the maintenance of
equal and just laws 1 We find there no stop-laws forbidding
the collection of honest debts; no suspension-acts rendering the
administration of justice abortive; no denial of lawful or just
claims; nor any provisions making property a substitute for
money and a tender for the payment of debts.

If we examine our monied institutions, we do not find the
Commonwealth borrowing to become a stockholder, nor the
institutions themselves entangled in inextricable embarrass-
ments, and forfeiting public confidence by refusing to fulfil their
obligations; but they perform the duties exacted of them, by
steadily fulfilling their promises. If any are unfaithful to their
trust or violate their duties, they are arrested in their career
and denied the power further to impose upon the public.

If we investigate the condition of such public works as the
Commonwealth has encouraged, we learn that, instead of being
left in a useless, unfinished condition, to fall into decay, they
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are all in active operation, fulfilling the purposes for which they
were designed, and thus reimbursing the outlay; while other
communities, by improvident legislation, have overwhelmed
themselves with debt, impaired their credit, and some, at least,
seem to be searching for apologies to violate their plighted
faith. Under these severe trials, which distract and derange
the affairs of the whole country, this Commonwealth stands
unmoved; maintaining her faith and her honor untarnished;
and furnishing no cause to distrust her intentions or that lofty
integrity which will never forsake her, till the character of her
people change. She has incurred liabilities, whether wisely or
unwisely, events will soon determine: but such is the provision
made for them, and the amount is so limited and so within her
control, that we have the best reason for believing, that in no
contingency will any serious burden or inconvenience fall upon
the people, and that, happen what may, her faith will not be
broken, or her promises forfeited. Let others do what they
may, Massachusetts will never tarnish her escutcheon and dis-
honor her name, by acts which she would censure as immoral
and unjust in an individual.

So long as we can bring our public affairs to the test of a
comparison, in which we find so little to regret and so much to
commend, the policy which produces such results cannot fail
to command the respect of the patriot and the sincere friend of
popular government.

We owe it mostly to the wise legislation emanating from a
large body of intelligent, independent citizens, assembled an-
nually in these halls ; who bring with them a strong impress
of public feeling, and in their acts aim to give expression to the
public will. It is our happy lot to be exempt from those cor-
rupting influences which insinuate themselves into legislative
bodies, where a State assumes upon itself the execution and
management of public works, or adopts the policy of becoming
a chief instrument to accomplish such objects. Where such a
course has been pursued, we may see how selfish feelings and
local interests have been employed, in sacrificing the public
good.

While we have thus many causes of thankfulness and con-
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gratulation for the multiplied comforts and enjoyments which
surround us, we have not been exempt from bereavement.

At the last session, the public mind was buoyant with hope,
looking forward to the fulfilment of its wishes, to a wise and
faithful administration of the national government, by the dis-
tinguished patriot who had just entered upon the discharge of
the high duties of Chief Magistrate. He had been invited to
that station by a great majority of the people, who reposed the
greatest confidence in his ability and integrity—believing that
his singleness of purpose, his fidelity in many places of public
trust, and his large experience, furnished a sufficient guaranty
that his administration would be signalized for its purity and
wisdom. But how suddenly was this bright morning of hope
overcast, and the people summoned to follow their venerated
and beloved Chief Magistrate to the tomb, and to mourn over
his untimely death !

The most profound regret was felt at the void created in the
national councils by this unanticipated event, and the people
publicly manifested, in all suitable ways, their sorrow for the
loss of a beloved fellow-citizen and their respect for his memory
and honored.name.

I will now invite your attention to transactions more imme-
diately connected with the affairs of the Commonwealth.

The finances have been a source of anxious solicitude, as at
the commencement of the past year, we had a pre-existing debt
of nearly $300,000, which had been created by an excess of
expenditure over the annual receipts of the treasury. It was
most desirable to arrest, if possible, the recurrence of an event
so objectionable, and to bring the expenditures within the in-
come. The urgency of the appeal addressed itself to the Legis-
lature rather than to the Executive; for while it was his duty,
as well as his anxious desire, to promote a policy looking to so
important an end, yet, neither by the laws or the constitution,
has he any power to control the finances, or to limit the dis-
bursements. The treasurer is an independent officer, appoint-
ed by the two houses, and held responsible to them for his
official conduct, and is governed wholly by the laws, in execu-
ting the trust confided to him. All sources of revenue are pro-
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vided by law ; and although an executive warrant is necessary
to draw money from the treasury, yet such a warrant carries
with it no authority, unless it is authorized and commanded by
law. The finances are, therefore, wisely and carefully guarded
against all executive control or interference, and confided wholly
to the custody of the laws. We are all, nevertheless, greatly
interested in adhering to sound principles and a just economy
in administering the revenue.

As the state of the treasury, and the liabilities of the Com-
monwealth, are topics of interest and scrutiny with the people,
it will be satisfactory to them and to you to possess such infor-
mation as will enable them and you to understand our future
prospects.

The laws which have been enacted from time to time furnish
a faithful history of the policy, and modifications of policy,
that have been adopted, as well as unfold with sufficient dis-
tinctness the motives which have been chiefly instrumental in
working out changes that eventually overburdened the treasu-
ry. To make the subject intelligible, it is necessary to glance
at the course of legislation for some years past. In doing this,
I shall speak of the period in which events have occurred with-
out specifying dates, and of sums of money, without fractions,
as this will be more convenient and less tedious.

Up to about the year 1825, there were various sources of
revenue.

Ist. A lax on banking capital then yielding about $144,000.
2d. The proceeds of the sales of eastern lands.
3d. Fees and duties upon judicial proceedings, and the re-

cording of deeds, which were paid into the county treasuries
and applied in part to defray the expenses of administering jus-
tice, and thus relieved, to that extent, the treasury from the
county balances which are thrown upon it and the counties
themselves from taxation.

4th, A state tax annually granted, varying from one to
two hundred thousand dollars, to supply all deficiencies from
other sources.

About this period a tax was imposed on sales at auction.
Antecedent to 1825, with the exception of one year, the mem-
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bers of the House were paid for their services hy the towns
which they represented; hut in that year the policy was com-
menced, and has since been adhered to, of paying them from
thepublic treasury. The effect of that change is best illustrated
by the facts. In 1825 the number of members was two hun-
dred and two, and the compensation to them $36,000; but
as the towns were relieved from the expense, the number went
on increasing till it reached in 1837 (after which the amended
constitution took effect,) six hundred and thirty-six, and the
compensation amounted to $164,000. In addition to this, some
important sources of revenue were either discontinued or di-
verted to special objects. The duty on recorded deeds was abol-
ished, which increased the county taxes, and most of the pro-
visions of law which imposed fees upon judicial proceedings
were repealed, which diminished therevenue of state and in-
creased the county balances, which are paid from the treasury.

In 1834, the school fund was established, which now amounts
to $473,000, and one half of the securities then held for eastern
lands, sold on credit, and one half of the future proceeds of
sales, were appropriated to aid this fund. The amount thus
derived from the lands, is $170,000. The other half of the an-
nual accruing proceeds of the sales, was subsequently pledged
to the sinking fund, for the redemption of scrip issued to pay
the Commonwealth’s subscription to the stock of the Western
Railroad, which, being added to the above, makes $189,000,
diverted from the revenue applicable to ordinary objects.

The amount of the tax on banking capital, in 1825, was
$144,000. In 1837, it had reached, by annual increase, $379,-
000. But the capital has since declined, till the income is re-
duced to $336,000.

The rapid increase of this branch of the revenue, until it
reached its maximum, was, doubtless, the cause of diverting
and discontinuing unfailing sources of supply, and, at the same
time, of encouraging legislation founded on its supposed contin-
uance, which has proved onerous to the treasury.

The change made, and adhered to, in paying the members of
the house from the public chest, has required a great annual
appropriation to meet it. In sixteen years, the aggregate is
$1,365,584.50.
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The militia formerly served gratuitously, but a full treasury
probably invited legislation upon that subject, and in 1834 a
law was made, granting to the volunteercompanies compensa-
tion—under which, and subsequent acts, $160,000 have been
disbursed.

Besides these, and the ordinary appropriations for the support
of civil government, within the last sixteen years, grants of a
liberal, if not munificent character, for beneficent, charitable,
and scientific purposes, were made, designed to continue for a
series of years, till the objects in view were accomplished, or
other means for their support devised. Among these, are
$116,000 for the construction and support of a State Lunatic
Asylum; $llB,OOO for the education of the destitute deaf and
dumb, and the destitute blind; $12,000 for a hospital upon
Rainsford Island ; $95,000 for the support of agricultural socie-
ties, and the payment of premiums upon agricultural products ;

$lOO,OOO to defray the expenses of revising and reducing to
their present condensed form, the statutes of the Commonwealth;
and $869,000 for the support of State paupers.

While the liabilities of the treasury were thus increased, by
these and other appropriations, its income, except from the bank
tax, was diminished. The proceeds from the sale of lands were
wholly diverted. The probate courts, which were sustained
by fees derived from persons doing business in them, by the
abolition of those fees became a charge upon the public treas-
ury. The fees in the other judicial tribunals were in part dis-
continued, which increased the annual claims of the counties
upon the State, called county balances; and the annual State
tax was substantially discontinued.

From these and like causes, the revenue became inadequate
to satisfy the requirements made upon it.

The Legislature assembled in 1841 under these circumstan-
ces, and manifested a strong disposition, by prudent legislation
and a rapid despatch of the public business, to place the finan-
ces in a more satisfactory condition. The compensation of the
House was reduced to $59,609, and laws wore passed, whose
influence, though but partially felt as yet, will afford relief to
the treasury. The efforts made to overcome the financial cm-

-2
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barrassments, I am gratified to state, have been followed by
such success that though the treasurer has advanced ten thous-
and dollars for the repairs of Charles River Bridge, and has
paid a large amount of unsatisfied claims of the preceding
year, the expenditures have not exceeded the revenue. On the
first of January, 1841, the balance in the treasury was
$70,661 64. On the first of January current the balance in the
treasury, after the payment of ordinary and extraordinary
claims, and refunding all sums borrowed during the year,
amounted to $75,046 25. Thus it appears we have reached a
most important and desirable position, which our duty to the
people requires that we should sternly and perseveringly main-
tain. The House is now still further reduced in number, —the
scientific surveys have been brought to a close,—the en-
graving of the map is provided for,—the laws granting a boun-
ty on wheat, and for the destruction of noxious animals, have
expired, and that for the benefit of growers of silk will termi-
nate in 1843. These considerations, cmrpled with further re-
trenchment, which I am persuaded may with advantage be
made, and a reasonable despatch of the public business, as well
as a rigid economy in all departments of the government, will,
I am confident, place the finances at the close of the present
year in a strong and prosperous condition, without resort to
taxation. Indeed, if the Commonwealth can realize what is
due to it, there would seem to be no good reason why the fund-
ed debt should not be wholly paid, and the Commonwealth be
set free from all liabilities, except in its connexion with the
rail-ways.

There is due to the Commonwealth from the United States,
a large sum of money for military services, the reimbursement
of which has been long and unjustly delayed. In 1830, Con-
gress passed a law providing for the settlement of the claim,
hut appropriated a sum inadequate to cover the amount. The
House of Representatives in Congress, in February, 1832, di-
rected by a resolution, the Secretary of War to examine such
portions of the claim as remained unadjusted, and to report
whatever sum might be due to the State upon the principles of
the law of 1830. After much delay, this duty was performed;
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and that officer, on the 23d of December, 1837, reported that
the sum of $272,716 was due. Nothing remains therefore, ex-
cept to authorize the payment by an appropriation, and I cannot
doubt the disposition of Congress to do this tardy act of justice,
if the subject is brought to their consideration. It should be
borne in mind that the State disbursed from her treasury, nearly
thirty years ago, $843,349 for the United States, and received,
after a delay of nearly twenty years, the sum of $430,748 to-
wards reimbursement. If the sum now reported be added, the
amount will be only $703,464. As this money was advanced for
the United States, we ought, upon the obvious and acknowledg-
ed principles of justice, to receive interest, or at least to be placed
upon a footing with other States which were seasonably paid.
I would, therefore, recommend that the whole subject he early
and earnestly pressed upon the consideration of Congress, and
that the members from the Commonwealth, in both Houses, be
requested to use their united efforts to obtain as soon as possi-
ble an appropriation for the sum reported, and some equitable
adjustment for the delay in reimbursing the State.

At the late session of Congress, a law was passed providing
for the distributionamong theStates of the proceeds of the sales
of public lands, and we may anticipate considerable addition
to the revenue from this source, which will be at the disposal
of the Legislature, and may be applied to the discharge of the
debt. This measure, which having had the approbation of suc-
cessive Congresses, and having been defeated by the executive
will, has at length been matured into a law by the consti-
tutional sanctions, will, I doubt not, receive the cordial ap-
probation of the people of this Commonwealth. The public
lands north of the Ohio and east of the Mississippi, before the
adoption of the constitution, were placed at the disposal of
Congress, for the benefit of all the States of the Union, by deeds
of cession from the States claiming them, among which was
Massachusetts. The other tracts have been since purchased of
France and Spain, It has been manifest, for some years, that
this vast and invaluable public domain has been rapidly wast-
ing away, under a system of po.icy b< coming annually more
weak and inefficient as well as more unjust to the old States.
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The power and strength of depredators has been so great, and
carried with such a high hand, as to overawe public authority
at the sales, and render it evident, that unless the course of
things could be arrested, individuals, and not the public, would
reap the chief advantages. The doctrine that the States in
which such lands lie have the exclusive right to them, is not
without advocates in the halls of Congress. The interest now
created in all the States will excite greater vigilance and more
watchful care over the public domain ; and while I trust a just
and liberal policy towards the new States will be pursued, I
cannot doubt that the tendency will be to arrest the schemes of
ambitious politicians to traffic the lands away.

The act appears to create some uneasiness in other sections
of the country, but it is not surprising that murmurs and
threats of repeal should be heard from quarters where the
common interest and right of all the States in the lands is de-
nied. That the law will be productive of great and beneficial
influences, cannot be questioned; as it will bring timely aid to
relieve the pressing exigencies of such States as mean to pre-
serve their plighted faith by paying their debts, and will lighten
the burden of taxation wherever revenue is needed.

But it recommends itself to our approval for other reasons,
intimately connected with our prosperity. The revenue derived
from the public lands has been extremely fluctuating, rising at
one time to twenty-four millions in a year, and then sinking
to almost a nominal sum. This has been a disturbing cause,
tending strongly to produce that varying condition of the pub-
lic treasury, which exhibits at one time a surplus, and at an-
other a deficit. When it overflows, a reduction of duties upon
imports is demanded; when it subsides, new sources of income
are required. And thus, this uncertain annual product has
been largely instrumental in causing the repeal and the re-
enactment of revenue laws within a short period.

It has necessarily become a fruitful cause of uncertainty and
embarrassment to those whose business depends in any degree
for success upon protection resulting from the duties levied on
imports, for such varying legislation brings with it disastrous
consequences.
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This law removes this obstacle, and prepares the way for an
adjustment of the revenue more permanent, and yielding a
more steady, and therefore more efficient support to a division
of labor into its diversified pursuits, which is essential to our
prosperity, and demanded by the best interests of the country.

The people of Massachusetts can scarcely realize the magni-
tude of the interest which they have at stake in the questions
now agitated concerning the revision of the tariffof duties, and
the consequences which may ensue. Upon a most careful con-
sideration of the subject, I can perceive nothing in a horizontal
line of duties which can recommend it to the favorable consid-
eration of any one, unless it be the fact, that it is more injurious
and fatal to us than any other scheme, except a discrimination
designed to do us injury. The doctrine seems to be a studied
denial of advantages which might be yielded to all classes,
where a division of labor is desirable, without the slightest dis-
advantage or burden to any one. If it were the work of pre-
meditated hostility, it could not be better devised to undermine
the foundations of protection to the producing classes; and this,
in truth, is what most strongly recommends it to such as would
encourage foreign instead of home labor. But this is not the doc-
trine for a people who live by diversified occupations. Nations
pursue their own courses in these matters, and mean to secure
to themselves what they esteem to be the greatest advantages.
Our object should be to look to the whole people, and shape our
legislation so as to produce the greatest prosperity and happi-
ness to all. To accomplish this desirable end, we must look at
things as they are, and adapt our policy to existing circumstan-
ces. Our government has no right to sacrifice the laborers, for
the purpose of exhibiting a false liberality in trade. Nor has it
a right, by a criminal omission, so to use the powers confided
to it, as to leave the regulation of trade and commerce wholly
in the hands of other nations, to be turned to such purposes as
best suit their interests. But, it is its duty to watch over the
interests of the whole people, and to maintain our independence
in this as in all other matters. It will be time enough to talk of
free trade, when we see other nations do more than talk about
it; and it will be time enough to take lessons from them, when
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we see their magnanimity extend beyond their borders, and see
them create, for the laborer, a better condition and higher enjoy-
ments than have fallen to the lot of the people here. So long as
we see the doctrines of free trade associated with the purpose of
obtaining the greatest amount of labor for the least amount of
food, we shall be slow to espouse them, unless we suffer our-
selves to be captivated by a name, and are thus persuaded to
relinquish the substance for the shadow. The state of things
around us, must convince every person of ordinary sagacity,
that our great interests are not only promoted, but depend for
their success on a division of labor. It is equally obvious that
the more heavily foreign competition presses upon us, the more
difficult it becomes to maintain this division, in all its diversi-
ties, and whenever any one branch of industry sinks under it,
the shock is felt by the whole. It is a matter of momentous
consideration, that we should be true to ourselves, and adhere
to those great principles of public policy which have elevated
the people, and rescued them from that deplorable condition
which is often prevalent under what is falsely called a more
enlightened policy.

I look upon the distribution act as relieving the revenue from
the most embarrassing obstacle to a just arrangement of it,
which will have something like a permanent character: while
the funds which it disposes of will reach the whole people, and
be expended in a manner incomparably more advantageous to
theStates separately, than to theStates united. It is a mistake
to suppose such revenue is to be lost or wasted under the legis-
lation of the States, as they all have occasion for more funds
than they find it expedient to raise. Those which have debts
may apply it to relieve themselves from the pressure of obliga-
tions ; those which have none may use it to lighten the bur-
den of taxation,—or to advance the interests of education,—or
to develop their resources, —or to improve the channels of trade
and commerce,—or to promote any of those great and useful
objects which are neglected for the want of revenue. It is a
measure, on the whole, which strongly commends itself to the
favor of the old States, as securing to them their just share of
interest in the public domain, and will be likely to excite dis-
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content among such only as would impose hard conditions of
policy upon us, or would traffic in the lands for political pur-
poses, or claim the right to the exclusive enjoyment of them.

If the Commonwealth, however, should fail to receive suffi-
cient revenue from these sources to satisfy the claims for the
funded debtseasonably, it will become necessary to make some
other provision for the redemption of the scrip.

The rail-roads are also connected with the liabilities of the
Commonwealth, as it has issued scrip for the benefit of several
of them, and taken their corporate property in pledge for its
redemption. In aid of these enterprizes, the Commonwealth
has issued, under the acts passed for that purpose, $4,905,000,
which is now outstanding. To the Norwich and Worcester
Company, $400,000 : to the Eastern, $500,000; to the Boston
and Portland, $150,000: to the New Bedford and Taunton,
$100,000: and to the Western, $3,700,000, besides the sub-
scription to the capital stock of that road, upon which
$505,000 have been advanced, making in all the sum of
$5,360,000. All except the last-mentioned road have been in
successful operation so long as to leave no reasonable doubt of
their productiveness, and of the sufficiency of the pledge to
redeem the scrip.

The Great Western Road, which, when the obstacles sur-
mounted are considered, must be classed among the boldest en-
terprizes of the kind in the United States, has been so far com-
pleted that trains of cars now run daily through to the North
River, in the state of New York. The work is thus united to the
eastern terminus of the great line of improvements, nearly com-
pleted, which connect the Atlantic with the great lakes, and the
lakes with the valley of the Mississippi, opening this vast country,
with its inexhaustible resources, to the trade and commerce of
Massachusetts, by a line of artificial works, destined to be tfie
competitor of that great river for the trade of its noble valley.

It creates a tie which more strongly consolidates (he inte-
rests, harmonizes the feelings, and unites the fortunes of the
'W est and the East in a common destiny by making one people
throughout this vast territory. In this point of view we may
look for great and lasting results from this connexion between
the waters of Massachusetts bay and the Mississippi, whose in-
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fluence will descend to future ages. But what portion of the
commerce of this northern route is to be enjoyed by Massachu-
setts, or to pass over this road, can only be determined by the
progress of coming events. We see a medium ofrapid, safe,
and cheap communication opened between two great and
thriving communities, engaged in active pursuits, which
will be strengthened and invigorated by increased intercourse.
We see also steam successfully triumphing over elevations of
eighty feet in the mile, and traversing the mountainous regions
with such despatch that we forget the obstacles. These con-
siderations, coupled with the experience of the past year upon
such parts of the road as have been opened for travel and bus-
iness, have encouraged those most intimately acquainted with
the subject to look for a satisfactory issue, and to entertain the
belief that the road will be fully competent to meet the claims
chargeable upon it. Such, I understand, is the opinion of the
directors; but as it is their duty to report to you upon the
condition of the affairs of this corporation, I shall forbear to
anticipate their views.

We have now about threehundred and fifty miles of rail-
road laid down in the Commonwealth in a manner more per-
manent, and better adapted to the despatch of travel and of bus-
iness, than similar structures in most part of the United States.
These roads stretch across the State from East to West and
North to South, and, should further applications be made for
aid in the construction of branches, it will be for the Legisla-
ture to consider whether its objects have not been fully accom-
plished in lending its aid to the great main lines of travel and
transportation. In States where this principle has been disre-
garded, the policy has generally been found to be extremely
embarrassing, and attended with an alarming accumulation of
public responsibility. The credit of the Commonwealth now
stands unshaken amid the severe trials which have impaired
confidence in the obligations of many of the States. While this
is but a just appreciation of her ability and disposition to re-
deem her faith wherever it is pledged, it seems to me, it
should also be regarded as a warning to shun a course which
would entail upon the Commonwealth similar embarassments.
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The Reports made by the superintendents and other officers
of the prison at Charlestown will be laid before you. It ap-
pears that good order and discipline have prevailed among the
convicts, and that the affairs of the prison have been conduct-
ed with the usual regard to economy and the reformation
of morals. It further appears that, from causes which the
reports explain, and which seem to be beyond the control of
the officers, the receipts for labor fall a little short of meeting
the expenses; but the confidence of those best acquainted with
the affairs of the prison, in its ability to sustain itself is not
impaired, although the value of the products of labor is much
reduced. The state of morals and the progress of reform are
such as to encourage the efforts of the officers.

The condition of the militia will be made known by the re-
port of the adjutant general. Having on former occasions
communicated very fully my views upon this subject, and ex-
pressed an earnest hope that this essential pillar of the republic
should not be suffered to fall into decay, I will not reiterate
them. I have pleasure, however, in assuring you that a more
patriotic spirit appears to pervade thepublic mind, and service
in the militia seems to be more justly appreciated. At the last
session a law was passed limiting the compensation to seven
thousand troops. The volunteer companies now organized, if
full, would more than equal that number; and as every com-
manding officer has a right to enlist his complement of men, it
was thought inexpedient to add new companies, lest the claim-
ants upon the treasury should exceed the number provided for.
The returns will not show seven thousand, but as they might
exhibit more, there seemed to be no alternative, but to decline
making new organizations. If the Legislature deem it expe-
dient to increase the number of volunteer companies, it will
probably be thought necessary to modify this law.

Mr. Borden, the engineer, has so far completed his draft of a
map, that it is ready for the engraver, and a contract has been
made with an experienced artist to execute this part of the
work, but further legislation will be necessary to provide for
the printing and publishing. The draft of the map is spoken

3
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of by artists as a work of high character, and as worthy of the
expense and scientific labor bestowed in collecting and arrang-
ing the material.

The duty of apportioning the political power among the
States, under the census of 1840, devolves upon the Congress
now assembled; and should a law for that purpose be passed in
season, as is very desirable, it will doubtless become necessary
either to new-district the State for the choice ofrepresentatives,
or so to modify the present districts as to conform to the provi-
sions of such a law.

In the case of Rhode Island against the Commonwealth, now
pending in the court of the United States, the demurrer has
been overruled, and the Commonwealth has been required to
file an answer to the bill, which order has been complied with,
and the case will probably be finally disposed of upon the pres-
ent pleadings. The attorney general has withdrawn from the
suit, and Mr. Choate, one of the senators in Congress, has been
retained to supply his place. It is in the hands of distinguish-
ed counsel, who, I have no doubt, will appreciate the magni-
tude of the question, and give to it their earnest attention.

Since the last session of the Legislature, I have received cer-
tain legislative documents from several of the States, upon sub-
jects of public interest, which will be laid before you.

Under the provisions of the act for the repair of Charles
River and Warren Bridges, a deed has been executed by the
corporation of Charles River Bridge, releasing its title to the
Commonwealth for the consideration proposed by the Legisla-
ture, and a board of commissioners were appointed, who execu-
ted seasonably the powers confided to them, by prescribing the
manner of repair for each bridge. The agent appointed for the
repair of Charles River Bridge has completed the service, and
it is opened for the public travel, and the Warren Bridge closed
that it may also be repaired. I would recommend that the
compensation of such agent or agents as it may be necessary
hereafter to employ in superintending these bridges, be estab-
lished by law.

I shall unite with you, gentlemen, in all suitable measures to
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give despatch to the public business; and it shall be my earnest

prayer that your councils may be tempered with wisdom, and
that the blessing of Heaven may rest upon you and the
Commonwealth.




